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Abstract

The seabed of the North Sea is covered with ammunition dating back from World Wars 
I and II. With increasing human interference (e.g. fisheries, aggregate extraction, 
harbour related activities), it forms a threat to the safety at sea. In this study, test 
mines were deployed on a sandy seabed for three months to investigate mine burial 
processes as a function of hydrodynamic and meteorological conditions. The mine 
experiment was conducted in a shallow (9 m), macrotidal environment characterized 
by highly turbid waters (yearly and depth-averaged suspended particulate matter 
concentration of 100 mg I'1). Results showed some variability of the overall mine 
burial, which corresponded with scouring processes induced by a (sub-) tidal forcing 
mechanism. The main burial events however were linked to storm-related scouring 
processes, and subsequent mine roll into the resulting pit. Two storms affecting the 
mines during the 3-month experiment resulted in enduring increases in burial volume 
to 60% and 80%, respectively. More cyclic and ephemeral burial and exposure events 
appear to be linked to the local hydrodynamic regime. During slack tides, suspended 
sediment settles on the seabed, increasing the burial volume. In between slack tides, 
sediment is re-suspended, decreasing the burial volume. The temporal pattern of this 
never reported burial mechanism, as measured optically, mimics the cyclicity of the 
suspended sediment concentration as recorded by ultrasonic signals at a nearby 
benthic observatory. Given the sim ilarity in response signals at the two sites, we 
hypothesize tha t the formation of high-concentrated mud suspensions (HCMS) is a 
mechanism causing short-term  burial and exposure of mines. This short-term  burial 
and exposure increase the chance that mines are 'm issed' during tracking surveys. 
Test mines contribute to our understanding of the settling and erosion of HCMS, and 
thus shed a light on generic sedimentary processes.

Keywords: Mine burial experiment; scouring; suspended particulate m atter; high
concentrated mud suspension; slack tides
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6 .1 .  In troduction

World War I and Il-e ra  explosives are scattered over the seabed of the North Sea and 
form a threat to the safety at sea. A wide variety of warfare ammunition may be 
encountered and exposed with increasing human activities at sea (e.g. fisheries, 
dredging, harbour construction and wind-farm development). Mine detection is a 
priority in French, Belgian and Dutch waters. However, mines are usually not detected 
when they are completely covered with sediment, thus remaining a potential risk 
associated with all activities tha t disturb the seabed (NRC 2003).
Mine burial processes are commonly categorized into the following two groups: impact 
and post-impact burial (Wilkens and Richardson 2007). Burial by impact is well-known 
from literature (Mulhearn 1995, Chu et al. 2002, Abelev et al. 2007, Aubeny and Han 
2007), and occurs when the mine (or object) falls freely through the water column. As 
the amount of burial is dependent on the bearing strength of the seabed sediment, 
burial by impact occurs mostly in areas with poorly consolidated muddy sediments. 
Post-impact mine burial is typically occurring in sandy bottoms and is mainly 
associated with sand-water-object interactions. As such, burial by scour is well-known 
in the fields of mine detection (e.g. Jenkins et al. 2007), maritime archaeology (e.g. 
Saunders 2005, Quinn, 2006) and marine engineering, such as seabed pipelines (e.g. 
Akoz et al. 2010). Scour occurs due to disturbance in the wave- or tide-induced flow 
caused by presence of obstacles such as pipelines. I t  typically manifests itself at the 
upstream face of the object (Saunders 2005, Garcia et al. 2009), and diminishes 
downstream of the obstacle, where scour-related depressions grade into depositional 
features (Inman and Jenkins 2005). The impact of waves on exposed mines accounts 
for most mine burial (e.g. Plager 2000, Voropayev et al. 2003, Hay and Speller 2005, 
Cataño-Lopera and Garcia 2006 a, Friedrichs and Trembanis 2006, Geurts et al. 2007, 
Grill i 2007, Traykovski et al. 2007, Trembanis et al. 2007, Wever and Luehder 2007). 
I t  forces the rollover of mines into scour pits, especially during storms. A second post
impact burial mechanism is related to migration of megaripples, causing periodical 
burial and exposure of object (Wever 2003, Cataño-Lopera and Garcia 2006 b, Cataño- 
Lopera et al. 2007, Wever and Luehder 2007, Garcia et al. 2009). This type of process 
occurs irrespective of the presence of the object, and also results from other changes 
in the (overall) seabed morphology, such as those resulting from seasonal changes in 
wave climate (Richardson and Briggs 2000, Jenkins et al. 2007). Additional burial 
mechanisms discussed in the literature are burial by fluidization associated with wave- 
induced failure in the sediment surrounding the mine (e.g. Brandes and Riggs 2002, 
2004), and biological activity (Richardson and Briggs 2000).
The present study focuses on mine burial processes and on the predictability of mine 
burial in h igh-turbidity areas. A mine experiment was conducted in a mainly sandy 
seabed environment situated in Belgian coastal area (southern North Sea). The area is 
also characterised by the occurrence of high-concentrated mud suspensions (HCMS) 
(IMDC and WL 2007, Baeye et al. 2011). The latter are responsible for the short-term  
burial of the test mine, a mechanism that has to our knowledge never been described 
before. In the paper a detailed analysis is given of the daily patterns of mine burial 
and exposure by the formation and erosion of HCMSs superimposed on the longer- 
term burial controlled by storm waves. The paper also suggests that test mines can be 
used as an alternative instrumentation to study the dynamics of HCMS in high- 
turb id ity areas.

6 .2 .  Environm ental conditions

The Belgian coastal zone is shallow (0-15 m below Mean Lower Low Water Spring 
(MLLWS)) with seabed sediments varying from pure sand to pure mud (Verfaillie et al.
2006). Highly turbid, coastal waters occur between Nieuwpoort and the Westerscheldt 
river mouth (Fig. 6.1). Suspended particulate matter (SPM) originates mainly from 
import from the Dover Strait and from erosion of Holocene mud layers in the coastal 
zone (Fettweis and Van den Eynde 2003). SPM concentrations may reach >3.0 g I'1 
close to the bed. Mean tidal range at Zeebrugge is 4.3 m (2.8 m) at spring (neap) tide 
and maximum current velocities exceed 1.0 m s'1. Tidal ellipses are commonly well- 
aligned with the coastline orientation. Typically, tides are responsible for more than 
90% of the total variance observed in the time-series data of tidal elevation. The
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associa ted a m p l i tu d e s  o f  the  M2 and S2 d o m in a n t  and se m i-d iu rn a l  co n s t i tu e n ts  are 
1.8 and 0 .5  m , respec t ive ly  (M ouche t  1990) .  The rest o f  the  to ta l  va r iance  is exp la ined  
by the  occurrence  of w in d - in du ce d  f lows. S ign i f ican t  sea s e t -u p  occurs w i th  p reva len t  
w inds  b low ing f ro m  NW, and sea se t -d o w n  occurs w i th  SE w inds. W ind fo rc ing  tends  to 
bias the  res idual f lo w  pa t te rn  (Yang 1 9 9 8 ) ,  and the SPM c ircu la t ion  a long  th e  Belg ian 
coast (F e t tw e is  et al. 2 0 0 6 ,  Fe ttw e is  et al. 2 007 ,  Baeye e t  al. 2 0 1 1 ) .  S o u th w e s t  w inds  
are associated w ith  recu rr ing  low -p ressu re  w e a th e r  sys te m s  (dep ress ions )  m ov ing  
f rom  the A t la n t ic  Ocean to w a rd s  Europe. High w ind  speeds m ay  occu r  th ro u g h o u t  th e  
yea r ;  how eve r ,  s ign i f ican t  s to rm s  are a b u n d a n t  in the period O c tober  un t i l  March. 
Thus,  s ign i f ican t  w ave  h e igh ts  are ty p ic a l ly  la rges t dur ing  fall and w in te r  m o n th s  in th e  
sou the rn  Nor th  Sea. S a l in i ty  ( range  o f  2 8 -3 4  in the  nea rsho re )  va r ies  w i th  t id e s  and 
w ind  fo rc ing ,  and is fo r tn ig h t ly  m odu la ted  (Lacro ix  et al. 2 0 0 4 ) .  W inds  b low ing  f ro m  
the  NE-E w ind  sec to rs  co inc ide w ith  decreas ing sa l in i ty ,  as the  in f luence  o f  th e  
W e s te rsch e ld t  e s tu a ry  increases. On the o th e r  hand, sa l in i ty  increases u n d e r  SW 
w inds ,  when  less tu rb id ,  o p e n -A t la n t ic  w a te rs  e n te r  the s tu d y  area th ro u g h  th e  English 
Channel.
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Figure 6.1 Location o f the mine experiment (BRM) in the southern Bight o f the North 
Sea. The bathym etry (MLLWS) and mud content o f the sandy seabed samples are 
given fo r the Belgian Coast, zone. Other monitoring stations in the area at the time o f 
the experiment were MOWO (Oceanographic station), MOW1 (benthic observatory) and 
BLA (investigated site in Baeye et aI. 2011 - Chapter 2)

6 .3 .  M ethodology fo r data collection and analysis

6 .3 .1 .  Mine buria l experim ent (BRM)

A m ine  buria l  e x p e r im e n t  was conduc ted  using te s t  m ines  deve loped  by  th e  
Forschungsans ta l t  de r  B u ndesw eh r  fü r  W asserscha l l -und  G eophys ik  (FWG, Fig. 6 .2 ) .  
The te s t  m ines  have a d ia m e te r  (D )  o f  0 .47  m, are 1.7 m in length  and we igh  509  kg 
(a p p a re n t  w e ig h t  in w a te r  238  kg). Mine m ot ion  (p i tch  and ro l l )  is recorded v ia a bu i l t -  
in, th re e -a x is  acce le rom e ter .  The m ines  w e re  des igned w ith  th ree  r ings  cons is t ing  o f  
24 opt ica l senso r  pa irs  (LED br idges) .  These are equa l ly  spaced a round  the m ine  a t  
15° in te rva ls ,  bo th  in th e  m idd le  and a t  e i th e r  end; th is  resu lts  in a range o f  ve rt ica l  
buria l  reso lu t ion  o r  ve r t ica l  bed evo lu t ion  v a r ia t io n s  be tween 0 .2  and 3 cm . The LED 
b ridges rely on op t ica l l ig h t  t ransm iss ion  o v e r  a sh o r t  path o f  4 cm . " 1 "  reco rd ings
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Figure 6 .2  (le ft) Pre-deployment photo o f the test mines. The white bar in the lower 
le ft corner represents 20 cm. (right) BRM cross-section with D (47 cm), diameter, and 
phi, the angle between two successive LED housings. Mine burial diameter refers to 
the height o f the mine (o r mine ring) buried with respect to the lowest LED pair

correspond to sediment hindering light propagation, whereas "0 " recordings 
correspond to proper light propagation. The conceptual model of recording mines in 
sandy environments is based on the presence of bedforms (ripples, megaripples) that 
would cover the mine partially or completely, and temporally (dependent on the 
migration speed of the (mega-) ripples). On the other hand, hydrodynamics (tidal 
currents, storm waves) will also affect the burial stage of the mine, i.e. by scour. The 
signal per ring corresponds to the bed evolution measured vertically. When a sequence 
of burial and exposure is read in the signal from the three different rings, then 
typically one may state that ripples are passing the mine. The recording interval of 15 
min in this experiment sets the lim it of the time resolution. Variations occurring at 
periods less than 15 min are not fully characterized, and per 15 min interval, only the 
final result of pitch, roll and the number of buried sensor pairs is recorded (Wever and 
Luehder 2007). Mine burial is given either by the diameter B (per ring), or by the total 
mine burial volume (in %) taking into account all rings. The burial diameter is 
calculated as follow:

with n, the number of buried sensors ("1" recordings) and cp the angle interval of 15° 
(Fig. 6.2, right). Time-series data of mine burial were low-pass filtered to analyze 
longer-term (>33 hours) variability (see also 6.3.2). No "bad" recordings, caused by 
bio-fouling, were observed. The mines were deployed on a sandy seabed in water 
depths of 9 m -MLLWS. At the experiment's onset (September 25th, 2008 or year day 
269), sonar imagery of the seabed revealed that both mines were oriented 115° True 
North (Fig. 6.3). The mine records lasted 104 days until January 6th, 2009.

6 .3 .2 .  Meteorological, Oceanographic station and  wave buoy (MOWO)

During the mine experiment, current data were collected at MOWO, a measuring pole 
located about 1 km from the BRM site and in water depths of 10 m -MLLWS. An 
upward-looking Doppler current meter (Aanderaa®, DCM-12, 600 khlz) records burst 
data at 10-minute sampling intervals, with a ping rate of 4 Flz. The time-series was 
low-pass filtered to remove trends (i.e. tides) occurring at periods less than 33 hours 
(Beardsley et al. 1985). Each point was replaced with a weighted average of 33 hours 
on either side of the central point. Further, the two horizontal current components 
were rotated into a long- and cross-shore orthogonal coordinate system. The positive 
cross-shore axis is directed landward (T°155), and the positive longshore axis is 
northeastward (T°65). Wind speed and directions (meteorological convention) were 
recorded at 25 m above MLLWS at MOWO, and converted following the oceanographic 
convention. Wind shear stresses were estimated using the adjusted wind data for 10 m 
above MLLWS (U i0) and by introducing a neutral drag coefficient (C Dn) (Large and Pond 
1981):
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C  dn  = 1 - 2  10 3, for 4 m s'1 < U10 < 11 m s'1,

C DN =  (0 .4 9  +  0 .0 6 5  U w ) IO -3, for 11 m s '1 < U10 < 25 m s '1.

Figure 6 .3  Image o f the test mines on the seabed, as obtained by MCMV (mine 
counter measure vessel) hull-m ounted sonar. Both mines are oriented 115° true north 
(toward the top o f the page), and they are situated about 150-200 meters from the 
sonar

6 .3 .3 .  Benthic observatory

During part of the mine experiment, a benthic tripod was deployed at a more inshore 
location (MOW1, see Fig. 6.1) with same water depth (9 m -MLLWS) for a time period 
of 25 days (days 322 -  347). A SonTek® 3 MHz Acoustic Doppler Profiler (ADP) (2.25 
mab), a SonTek® 5 MHz Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) (0.35 mab) and two 
D&A® Optical Backscatter Sensors (OBS) (2.25 & 0.25 mab) recorded on the tripod 
(http://www.m um m .ac.be/EN/M onitoring/Belgica/tripod.php). All time-series data 
were stored in two SonTek® Hydra data logging systems. Calibration of the OBS's was 
carried out for several tidal cycles in the nearshore area; a linear regression between 
OBS-NTU and SPM concentrations from water sample treatm ent was obtained (cf. 
Fettweis 2008). In addition to the currents, the ADV also measured continuously the 
distance between the sensor and the top of the 5 MHz acoustic detection layer. 
However, when HCMSs near the bed (eventually fluid mud) reach the ADV measuring 
volume, both the current measurements and boundary layer detection may become 
erroneous. Defining the acoustic boundary layer is known to perform well for a sandy 
seabed (Velasco and Huhta 2010); however, recently it was also used successfully in 
delineating the upper boundary of a poorly defined mud beds (Baeye et al. 2011).
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I t  is d ifficult to detect this type of boundary because it is a strong concentration 
gradient (lutocline) rather than a sharp water-sediment interface. To overcome the 
issue of failing ADV boundary detections, Baeye et al. (2011) used a technique based 
on the ADP backscatter intensity. I t  considers the firs t high return in the backscattered 
signal (i.e. beam has hit the boundary), then it selects 5 bin values on either side of 
the maximum value, and fits a quadratic equation to them. The location of the 
maximum value found, represents the top of the 3 MHz acoustic detection layer. 
Further, a classification of 40 tidal cycles was realized for a mean tidal range of 3.6 m 
and distinguishing neap tides and spring tides.

6 .3 .4 .  Acoustic surveys

Repeated surveys were conducted to monitor the changing seabed morphology, and to 
visualize the mine burial stage and heading of the mines. Different instruments were 
used: an automated underwater vehicle (AUV-REMUS100 with 900 kHz frequency 
sonar), a pole-mounted multi-beam system (EM1002s, 100 kHz) and towed side-scan 
sonar (KLEIN 3000 series, 100 and 500 kHz).

6 .3 .5 .  Hydrodynam ic num erical m odel

The currents, surface elevation and turbulent kinetic energy were modelled using an 
implementation of the COHERENS V2.0 hydrodynamic model to the Belgian 
Continental Shelf. This 3D model (OPTOS-BCZ) solves the continuity and momentum 
equations on a staggered sigma coordinate grid with an explicit mode-splitting 
treatm ent of the barotropic and baroclinie modes. A description of the COHERENS 
model can be found in Luyten et al (1999) and Luyten (2011). OPTOS-BCZ covers an 
area between 51°N and 51.92°N and between 2.08°E and 4.2°E. The horizontal 
resolution is 0 .71 ' (longitude) and 0.41' (latitude), corresponding to a grid size of 
about 800 m. Boundary conditions of water elevation and depth-averaged currents for 
this model were provided by the operational models OPTOS-NOS (covering the North 
Sea) and OPTOS-CSM (covering the North-West European Continental Shelf) of the 
Management Unit of North Sea Mathematical Models (see www.mumm.ac.be). Pison 
and Ozer (2003) and Dujardin et al (2010) validated the current velocities of OPTOS- 
BCZ using ADCP measurements. The bottom shear stress for currents alone was 
determined using the calculated current velocity in the lowest layer of the model and 
using a bottom roughness length of 0.35 cm. The latter is based on the most 
significant seabed ripples or dunes (i.e. interact most with the flow). Therefore, the 
roughness length is given by the ratio between the square of the dunes height and 
their wavelength. The aim of using the model is estimating the hydrodynamics at the 
mine site, since no in-situ recordings of currents were realized.

6 .4 .  Results

6 .4 .1 .  M ine buria l

The time-series data derived from mine rings 1 and 3 (outer end rings) recordings 
show high variability over time (Fig. 6.4). Their low-passed signals show an opposite 
burial behaviour indicating opposing trends of increased burial and exposure occurring 
at the mine ends. The shorter-term  (in tra-tida l) variations are more easily observed in 
Fig. 6.5, which shows only four tidal cycles with corresponding near-bed current 
components. At maximum ebb and flood (see highlights in Fig. 6.5), one signal 
corresponds to more exposure and the other with increase in burial. This pattern 
occurs for almost 75% of the time, corresponds with relative bed-level changes of 10- 
15 cm around the mine.

6 .4 .2 .  M eteorological influence

SSW-SW winds were the strongest and most abundant during the experiment, 
followed by winds blowing from the NW sector. NE and E winds were weaker and less 
common. The wind changed direction frequently, with drops in pressure and low sea
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Figure 6 .5  More detailed extract from the time-series data o f mine rings 1 and 3 (a); 
and the corresponding longshore and cross-shore currents (b) fo r a period o f 2 days 
(~4  tidal cycles). The currents were recorded a t 3 meters above bed

surface levels corresponding to periods with southerly winds. Meteorological 
observations show evidence of two storms that forced sizable short-term increases in 
sea level and significant wave height (figs. 6.6, 6.7). During these storms, which 
represent only 1% of the monitoring time, the significant wave height (averaging 0.8 
m with a mean period of 4 s) increased to more than 2.5 m.
Significant mine burial is associated with the passage of these storms. A first storm 
impacted the area in October 2008 (days 275-277), generating significant wave 
heights of more than 2.5 m (Fig. 6.8). Minor mine roll was recorded, together with 
increased mine burial. In addition, a reorientation was likely to be induced by the 
storm action (as observed in sonar images between both storms). A second storm 
event, with wave heights of up to 3.5 m, hit the area in November 2008 (days 326- 
328). As a result, the mine rolled 90°. During both storms, short-term formation of 
scour pits and the associated exposure of the outer ends of the mines were followed 
by the mines rolling into the pits. They settle at a greater depth relative to the seabed. 
Increased burial followed when the wave energy returned to fair-weather values and 
the scour pit quickly filled up with sediments.
When comparing low-passed mine behaviour to wind-stress measurements, it is clear 
that wind direction is one of the parameters governing longer-term mine burial (Fig. 
6.9). During periods of E-NE winds (wind stress toward the W-SW) ring 1 was buried 
deeper than ring 3. During periods of prevailing SW winds, the opposite was true. 
Therefore, meteorological conditions may explain the contribution of wind forcing to 
mine burial behaviour on the longer term.

6 .4 .3 .  Suspended particulate m a tte r (SPM )

The acoustic layer detection derived from the acoustics on the benthic tripod show 
good agreement with the mine burial data (Fig. 6.10). The ADV signal is hard to read, 
since its time-series is discontinuous, explained by either attenuation of the acoustic 
signal and/or an increase in HCMS thickness reaching and disturbing the ADV sampling 
volume. Although the match is far from perfect, the three signals show synchronous 
periodic rises and falls of the top of the boundary layer. The rises correspond with SPM 
settling out of the water column during ebb slack tide (i.e. slack water after high 
water, red highlights in Fig. 6.10) and flood slack tide (i.e. slack water after low water, 
blue highlights in Fig. 6.10). This is observed under both spring and neap tide phases 
(Figs. 6.11 and 6.12).
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Generally, SPM concentration (2 mab) is in line with the tidal forcing, with re
suspension peaks at maximum ebb and maximum flood, and SPM settling during slack 
tide. The observed rises of the boundary layer reach up to 25 cm around ebb slack tide 
and up to 7 cm at flood slack tide. SPM concentrations at 2 mab are significantly 
different from those at 0.2 mab; the latter also reflecting the boundary layer rises and 
falls.

6 .4 .4 . Seabed characteristics

The mine experiment was conducted 9 km off the coast where large, N-S oriented 
sand dunes define the overall underwater landscape. These bed forms are several 
meters in height and hundreds of meters in length (see black lines for mapped sand 
waves in Fig. 6.1 near "BRM"). Smaller dunes (megaripples) with a maximum height of 
0.5 m and wave length of a few meters are superimposed on these dunes. No-well 
defined bed forms were visible on the acoustic data collected during the mine 
experiment. However, a survey conducted after the mine stopped recording when its 
battery died (January 2009) showed megaripples of up to 30 cm in height and up to 7 
m in wave length. Seabed samples collected with a box-corer in the proxim ity of the 
mine and by divers directly around the mine. Sand (with intercalations of mud) and 
compacted mud (Holocene) was sampled, often covered with fresh mud. Rather coarse 
sands (550 pm), compared with the medium-grained sand (450 pm) away from the 
mine, were found in the divers' samples at the mine site. Also, a secondary silt-grain 
size modus was found in the samples.
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Figure 6 .8  Meteorological records fo r days 269-321: (a) wind stress; (b) atmospheric
pressure; (c) sea level and (d) temperature. In  the wind stress time-series, north is
indicated with arrow

6 .5 .  Discussion

In literature, mine burial is linked to several processes (cf. Wilkens and Richardson
2007). On a sandy seabed, the most important one is burial by scour as a result of 
sand-water-object interactions. Our data show that SPM dynamics is also a possible 
mine burial driver. This process, which has not been linked to mine burial before, may 
be very important in high-turbidity environments with thick HCMSs. Table 6.1 
summarizes all three types of burial processes (i.e. by HCMS, by scour, by storm 
waves) regarding their occurrences and maximum burial potentials during the 
monitoring period.
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Figure 6 .9  Extract from the mine burial time-series (days 350-372). Below , wind 
stress; and above, two burial rings (a t mine ends)

Table 6.1 Mine burial behaviour (occurrences and burial volumes) fo r the three types 
o f mine burial

occurrence (time) max burial (cm)
by scour 75% 15
by HCMS 10% 15
by storm 2% 30

6 .5 .1 .  Mine buria l by scour-and-deposition cycles

Wave-induced scour and subsequent deposition in scour pits are responsible for most 
of the mine burial, especially on sandy seabeds. The signal of the mine burial volume 
is dominated by 2 main stages that are related to high-energy wave events: (1) 60% 
burial was reached after the first storm, which impacted the area a few days after the 
mine was placed on the seabed; (2) 80% mine burial was reached after a second, 
more severe storm. In this respect, (Cataño-Lopera and Garcia 2006 a) remarked the 
importance of the angle of attack. In our case, the initial angle of 115°T (Fig. 6.3) 
changed during the first storm to 65°T as revealed from the acoustic imagery of the 
seabed. This alignment was in correspondence with the storm waves propagating 
towards the S-SE under the N-NW wind conditions. This new orientation was 
practically parallel to the principal axis of the tidal current ellipse; as such no further 
alignments of the mines were observed afterwards. This leads to symmetrical 
conditions of the flow and sediments around the mine, similar to the observations of 
(Cataño-Lopera and Garcia 2006 a, Cataño-Lopera et al. 2007). It  is known that tidal 
forcing affect the mine ends with scour and deposition cycles on a quarter-diurnal 
basis (Brandes 1999, Brandes and Riggs 2004). Our data show that for most of the 
time no substantial changes in the total mine burial volume occurred. However, 
variations in the burial volume were observed when a wind-driven flow was sustained. 
As a result, enhanced scouring on one mine end occurred over several days (Fig. 6.9). 
As similar with tidal forcing, flow vortices in the upstream end of the mine object 
increase scouring (Richardson and Briggs 2000, Saunders 2005, Friedrichs and 
Trembanis 2006). Because of bedload transport and seabed erosion, winnowing of 
finer sand (and silt/clay) fractions is likely to occur (Friedrichs and Trembanis 2006). 
This m ight explain the rather coarse sands (550 pm) in the divers' samples at the 
mine site, collected prior to mine recovery.
Based on seabed images (e.g. Fig. 6.3), no megaripples were observed in the very 
direct proxim ity of the mine during the experiment. However, the area might show the 
presence of this type of bedforms; as such, this burial mechanism cannot be jus t ruled 
out. Nonetheless, megaripple migration cannot account for short-term burial pattern 
because it is a process unrelated to semi-diurnal slack-time periodicity.
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Figure 6 .10  Time-series o f vertical seabed changes by means o f ADV (a), ADP (b) 
and BRM (c), a, b are recordings a t MOW1, and c a t BRM (nearby MOWO). Optical and 
acoustic instruments detect HCMS layer formation. ADV shows many gaps, and the 
ADP shows high rises up to 25 cm. Near-synchronicity o f the main peaks strongly 
suggests tha t HCMS formation and disintegration played a role in the burial and 
exposure o f the test mine. Blue and red highlights show flood and ebb slack tides, 
respectively

6 .5 .2 .  Mine buria l by transient HCMSs

Wave-induced scour and subsequent deposition in scour pits are responsible for most 
of the mine burial, especially on sandy seabeds. The signal of the mine burial volume 
is dominated by 2 main stages that are related to high-energy wave events: (1) 60% 
burial was reached after the first storm, which impacted the area a few days after the 
mine was placed on the seabed; (2) 80% mine burial was reached after a second, 
more severe storm. In this respect, (Cataño-Lopera and Garcia 2006 a) remarked the 
importance of the angle of attack. In our case, the initial angle of 115°T (Fig. 6.3) 
changed during the first storm to 65°T as revealed from the acoustic imagery of the 
seabed. This alignment was in correspondence with the storm waves propagating 
towards the S-SE under the N-NW wind conditions. This new orientation was 
practically parallel to the principal axis of the tidal current ellipse; as such no further 
alignments of the mines were observed afterwards. This leads to symmetrical 
conditions of the flow and sediments around the mine, similar to the observations of 
(Cataño-Lopera and Garcia 2006 a, Cataño-Lopera et al. 2007). It  is known that tidal 
forcing affect the mine ends with scour and deposition cycles on a quarter-diurnal 
basis (Brandes 1999, Brandes and Riggs 2004). Our data show that for most of the 
time no substantial changes in the total mine burial volume occurred. However, 
variations in the burial volume were observed when a wind-driven flow was sustained. 
As a result, enhanced scouring on one mine end occurred over several days (Fig. 6.9). 
As similar with tidal forcing, flow vortices in the upstream end of the mine object 
increase scouring (Richardson and Briggs 2000, Saunders 2005, Friedrichs and 
Trembanis 2006). Because of bedload transport and seabed erosion, winnowing of 
finer sand (and silt/clay) fractions is likely to occur (Friedrichs and Trembanis 2006). 
This m ight explain the rather coarse sands (550 pm) in the divers' samples at the 
mine site, collected prior to mine recovery.
Based on seabed images (e.g. Fig. 6.3), no megaripples were observed in the very 
direct proxim ity of the mine during the experiment. However, the area might show the 
presence of this type of bedforms; as such, this burial mechanism cannot be jus t ruled 
out. Nonetheless, megaripple migration cannot account for short-term burial pattern 
because it is a process unrelated to semi-diurnal slack-time periodicity.
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Figure 6.11 Spring tidal-phase averages o f time-series data o f currents (a), sediment 
suspension (b), and HCMS dynamics (c). SPM1 and S PM 2 are fo r 0.2 and 2 mab, 
respectively
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Figure 6 .12  Neap tidal-phase averages o f time-series data o f currents (a), sediment 
suspension (b), and HCMS dynamics (c). SPM1 and SPM2 are 0.2 and 2 mab, 
respectively
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Figure 6 .13  Hydrodynamic model results (mine site) o f bottom stress plotted against 
the mine burial volume indicate tha t phases with 90-100 % o f mine burial coincide 
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do not show any increased burial
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Figure 6 .14  Model results o f slack tide ratio over two tidal cycles (neap tide, righ t 
and spring tide, le ft). Slack tide is here defined as when bottom shear stresses are 
less than 0.7 Pa; this is in accordance with erosion resistance measurements o f bed 
samples taken in the study area (Fettweis e t ai. 2010). Blue is 0% and red 100% time 
ratio. Figure illustrates the high temporal variability (contrast between neap and 
spring) in hydrodynamics and in the potential o f mine burial by HCMS as such

6 . 6 .  Conclusions

Time-series data recorded by a test mine has been analyzed in combination with 
hydrodynamic and meteorological recordings, and a shorter time-series data of 
suspended sediment concentration. Nearby the port of Zeebrugge, the study area is 
characterized by highly turbid waters. However, the sandy seabed seems to be 
responsible for a well-known burial process that is related to scour by storm waves. 
This process accounts for most of the mine burial volume (60 and 80%). Tidal forcing 
will also account for some scour of the seabed around the mine. Furthermore, the 
hydrodynamic pattern present in the study area can be biased by changing wind 
conditions. As a result, subtidal flow forcing is acting on the mine as well.
Superimposed on the mine burial by scour signal, a more cyclic (quarter-diurnal) burial 
signal occurred preferably during spring tide phases. Benthic observations of SPM 
concentration and changing seabed evolution have shown that during slack tides, the 
mine is covered with HCMS layer. An acoustic (3 MHz) detection method reveals these 
bed boundary level changes (up to 25 cm), in accordance to what is observed by the 
optics-based test mine measurements. The potential of the test mine detecting HCMS 
layers has been proven by the authors, and mine burial by transient HCMS is 
introduced. The latter has implications towards mine hunting strategies. In order to 
assess the possibility that mines in HCMS areas are missed during tracking surveys,
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additional experiments will have to be conducted in areas with mud suspensions of 
various thickness and stability. Areas and circumstances where HCMSs are relatively 
persistent should be monitored and analyzed in detail as part of follow-up studies. For 
Belgium, the areas with highest risk are closest to shore during neap tides, when 
burial is potentially the most prolonged.
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